Enduro - 1992
We Have Rigid Standards

Originally designed and developed for children, the ENDURO Product Line has matured into a full array of pediatric, adult and rehab wheelchairs. Our commitment to quality and innovation has kept us in the forefront of design and development.

An industry leader in research and development since 1985, ENDURO has been first with such concepts as built-in frame growth, integrated seating and positioning, lightweight, self-propelling Tilt-In-Space and a lightweight One-Arm-Drive mechanism.

We continue this tradition of quality in our entire line of Titanium wheelchairs and custom seating systems. Our goal is now to offer the finest and most competitive wheelchairs available at a competitive price. This commitment is about putting up with stiff competition, but when it comes to quality, ENDURO just won’t bend.

ENDURO I/II

The ENDURO was the first and is still the only wheelchair to offer full range, self-contained growth capability. We build the adjustment features into one complete package to include seat width, depth and height, plus footrests, armrests, wheel and caster adjustments.

We understand the time and specialization involved in proper wheelchair scripting.

Because of its rigid frame, the ENDURO has superb handling and is easily propelled by even the smallest child. The ENDURO gives you a chair that grows in width and depth, plus standards such as 90° footrest, solid seat and back inserts and is available with a fully-integrated seating system. The ENDURO II is available in your choice of 90° and 70° front end.

For the first time true expandability has been designed into one complete package, strong enough to last through many changes; a growing chair in the true sense of the word.
TYKE

Designed to be used by even the smallest child; the TYKE maximizes propelling position and proper seating. Low seat height off the floor allows for easy transfers and peer level interaction. Like all Enduro wheelchairs the TYKE grows with the child and is available in your choice of front wheel or rear wheel drive.

INFANT CONVERTIBLE

Baby's first choice will last many years, because the INFANT CONVERTIBLE converts into a standard OPTIMA 90 Tilt-In-Space wheelchair when your child has need for his or her first wheelchair. The easy on/off Infant Travel Seat, Diaper Bag and Stroller Push Handles make this the ideal first chair.

OPTIMA

The OPTIMA is the first lightweight Tilt-In-Space pediatric wheelchair.

Combining Enduro growth, mobility, durability and adjustability, the OPTIMA incorporates a tilt feature that allows for correct positioning of the seat and back while angling the entire fixed seat, back and footrest position from 90° to 135°. Available in both 70° and 90° front end.
A new embodiment of an old idea... says it all in our style of the art titanium wheelchair. Weighing in at an incredible 17 lbs, the AVATAR offers precise center of gravity, and balance adjustments, zero toe and much, much more.

So whether you are a first time user or a seasoned professional, the AVATAR meets your unique needs.

Integrity, strength, positioning and adaptability are the earmarks of the Encore Tilt-In-Space wheelchairs. With a growing number of children and adults gaining access to the Encore, VENT and IFT offer answers to today's tough mobility and positioning issues in the Rehab Market.